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The polar izat ion of ~ leptons produced m e+e - ~ z+r - (y )  is measured using a sample of 8977 z+r  - paars 
collected near the peak of the Z ° resonance A polanzat lon of -0  132 4- 0 026 (s ta t )  4- 0 021 (syst )  is determined Thts 
corresponds to a ratm of the vector to the axial-vector couphng constants of the z lepton to the weak neutral current of 
T gv/gAeff = 0 0694-0 017 This leads to a value of the effective sm 2 0w at the Z ° resonance of sin 2 0eff = 0 23264-0 0043 
t Deceased 
2 Supported by the German 
Forschung und Technologm 
Bundesmlnlster lum fur 
1. Introductmn 
For  unpo lanzed  e+e - beams,  the  po la r i za t ion  P f  
o f  f ina l  s tate  fe rmlons  in  e+e - --+ Z ° -+ f+f -  is sen-  
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Sttlve to the parity-violating components of the weak 
neutral current interaction 79f is the asymmetry in 
the total production cross-section a of positive (h = 
+ 1 ) and negative (h = - 1 ) hehclty fermlons, 
a(h  = +l ) -a (h  =-1)  
79f = a(h  = +1) + a(h = -1 )  (1) 
If the weak neutral current contains only vector and 
axial-vector couplings, hehcIty conservation i  the 
massless hmlt tmplies that the initial state e+e - and 
the final state f+  f -  can only involve fermlons of 
opposite hellcity, therefore 79f- = -79f+ - 79f 
In the improved Born approximation [ 1 ], the po- 
larization at the peak of the Z ° resonance is given by 
f f 2gf  g~, 
79f -  gvf2 + gf2 , (2) 
where gv f and gf  are the effective vector and axial- 
vector coupling constants of fermion f to the weak 
neutral current The average polarization 79f is thus 
Independent of the coupling constants of the initial 
state e + e- The measurement of 79f allows the deter- 
minatlon of the relative sign of gv and gg, which IS 
not otherwise accessible from observables with unpo- 
lanzed e+e - beams In the standard model [2] 
79l ~-- -2 (1  - 4 sin 2 0w) (3) 
for l = #, z, showing the large sensitivity of 79l to the 
effective weak mixing angle sin 2 0w, thus making this 
measurement potentially one of the most precise tests 
of the standard model 
Due to the short decay length of z leptons and the 
parity violating V - A structure of the weak charged 
current decay, Pr can be deduced from an analysis of 
the kinematics of r decays [3] r leptons of opposite 
hehclty have different decay angular distributions in
the z rest frame, and thus different energy distribu- 
tions in the laboratory frame However, in this anal- 
ysis it is impossible to distinguish the effects of 797 
on these decay distributions from those of deviations 
from the V - A structure of the weak charged cur- 
rent We assume that no such deviations exist, con- 
sistent with existing data on the charged current in- 
teraction in z decays [4,5] We study the kinematics 
of the two body decays r -  ~ n - (K - )uT ,  p-u~ and 
a 1- ~'z #1 and the three body decays z-  ~ e-~eU7 and 
#--Yuu7 which together includes 77% of all r decays 
For the three body decays, the dependence of the 
differential cross-section on 797 as a function of xt = 
EffE~ ~_ El/Ebeam IS given to lowest order by [ 1 ] 
1 da 
tr dxl 
= ½ [(5 - 9x~ + 4xp) + 79~(1 - 9xf + 8x3)] (4) 
For the two body decays, the differential cross-section 
as a function of xh = Eh/E7 ~- Eh/Ebeam depends 
hnearly on P~ to lowest order [ 1 ], 
1 da 
- 1 + 797c~h (2xh - 1) , (5) 
t7 dXh 
where ah IS a constant depending on the mass and 
spin ofhadron type h In the case of z-  -~ n -  (K-)uT, 
O~ h = 1 For z -  -~ p-u7 and alu~ [6] 
rn~ - 2m~ (6) 
an- -  m~ + 2m~'  
where rnh is the mass of the hadron The sensitivity to 
P~, which depends on the value Ofah, can be enhanced 
in the latter case by further analysing the decays of 
these spin-1 particles [6] 
Our data sample corresponds to 410000 Z ° 
hadrons events from an integrated luminosity of 17 6 
pb -1 collected in 1990 and 1991 on or near the Z ° 
peak using the L3 detector at LEP The center of 
mass energies are distributed over the range 88 2 ~< 
v~ ~< 94 2 GeV with 80% of the events collected at 
v~ = 91 222 GeV [7] 
2. The L3 detector 
The L3 detector includes a central tracking cham- 
ber, a high resolution electromagnetic calorimeter, a 
ring of scintillation counters, a hadron calorimeter 
and a muon chamber system All are installed in a 
large magnet which provides a uniform field of 0 5 
Tesla 
In all cases, the decay mode for r -  is described The 
charge conjugate decays are also used m our analysis 
The r -  ~ n-ur and z- ~ K-vr decay modes are not 
separated and are combined m the analysis 
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The central trackang chamber consists of a tame 
expansion chamber (TEC) surrounded by two than 
proportional chambers (Z-chamber) The TEC is 
constructed as two coaxial cylindrical drift chambers 
wath 12 anner and 24 outer sectors The Z-chamber 
consists of two coaxial cyhndracal multawlre pro- 
portlonal chambers with cathode strip readout The 
electromagnetic calorimeter is composed of bismuth 
germanate (BGO) crystals an the shape of truncated 
pyramids poanting to the anteractlon regaon The 
hadron calorimeter uses depleted uranium absorber 
plates interspersed with proportional ware chambers 
alternately oriented along and perpendicular to the 
beam direction The muon detector consasts of three 
layers of precise draft chambers, measuring the muon 
trajectory in both the bending and non-bendang 
planes 
The L3 detector and its performance have been de- 
scribed in detail elsewhere [8-10] The TEC vertex 
detector has a momentum resolution of a (1/PT) = 
0 022 GeV and a posation resolution at the face of 
the BGO electromagnetic calorimeter of 0 5 mm 
in the plane transverse to the beam direction The 
Z-chamber has a position resolution of 0 5 mm in the 
plane parallel to the beam direction The muon cham- 
bers give a momentum resolution of 2 8% for charged 
particles wath Pr = 45 GeV For this analysis, the 
longltudanal nd transverse development of electro- 
magnetic and hadronic showers an the calorimeters 
has been calibrated usang test beam data for e, # and 
n±'s The energy resolutaon of the calorimeters for 
n ± as 55%/x/E (GeV) + 8% and for e's and 7's is 
better than 2% above 1 5 GeV 
3. Event selection and particle identification 
The procedures for the selection of electron, muon, 
plon, rho and al decay modes are designed to be 
relatively independent of the energy of the z decay 
products, in order to mimmaze the introduction of 
polarization baases The preselectlon removes most 
of the cosmic ray, two photon and Z ° -* hadrons 
background This is followed by the identification 
of electrons and #'s and rejection of Z ° -* e+e - (7) 
and #+#-  (7) events The final data sample consists 
of events where at least one of the z decays anto 
one of the channels listed an the antroductlon Se- 
Table 1 
Summary of the number of decays for each channel The 
r -  --* a~-ur channel was not analysed m 1990 
Channel # of decays 1990 # of decays 1991 
e-Feur 385 2016 
lz--Yuu~ 558 1844 
n -  (K-)u~ 220 1603 
p-  ur 503 3130 
al - 473 
lectaon efficlencles and backgrounds are calculated 
using Monte Carlo slmulataon of Z ° ~ z+z- (7) ,  
e+e - (7), #+#-  (7), Z ° ~ hadrons, and two photon 
reactaons [11,12 ] ancludlng full simulation of the 
L3 detector esponse #2 The same selectaon crlteraa 
are applaed to data and Monte Carlo events and the 
number of selected ecays for each channel is lasted 
an table 1 
3 1 Preselectton 
Cosmic ray events are reduced to neghglble l vels by 
using scintillator tlme-of-flaght information for muon 
chamber tracks and requlnng at least one TEC track 
to pass within 5 mm of the anteractlon region Each 
event as required to have at least one TEC track wath 
an assocaated Z-chamber hit, confining the selection 
to the fiductal volume 42 ° < 0 < 138 ° (0 is the 
measured from the electron beam axis) covered by the 
barrel BGO calorimeter The two photon background 
is suppressed by requlrang at least one track to have 
a transverse momentum greater than 0 5 GeV and by 
rejecting events where the vector sum of the transverse 
momenta of the tracks as less than 4 GeV and the total 
calorimetric energy is less than 15 GeV 
To remove Z ° ---, hadrons, events with more than 
six tracks are rejected The thrust axis of each remain- 
ing event as calculated using calorimeter and muon 
chamber anformatlon The plane perpendicular to the 
thrust axis through the interaction vertex defines two 
hemispheres for each event Neither hemisphere an 
an event can contain more than five tracks Events 
where one of the tracks makes an angle greater than 
#2 The L3 detector simulation is based on GEANT Version 
3 14, see ref [ 13 ] The GHEISHA program [14 ] is used 
to simulate hadronlc interactions 
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20 ° with the thrust axis in the plane transverse to the 
beam are rejected, taking advantage of the high boost 
and low invariant mass of each jet in dilepton events 
compared with Z ° --* hadrons events The number 
of clusters in the BGO calorimeter is required to be 
less than 20 These cuts reject more than 99 9% of 
Z ° ~ hadrons events while rejecting less than 2% of 
the dilepton events 
The data sample now consists of 34203 events 
which includes more than 98O/o f each of the charged 
leptomc Z ° decay modes and a background of 5% 
mainly from two photon interactions and Z ° ---, 
hadrons For the one prong channels described be- 
low, each hemisphere with exactly one track and an 
associated Z-chamber hit is considered for selection 
3 2 Selectton o f t -  --~ e---ffeVr 
The identification of electrons requires the shower 
shape in the BGO calorimeter to be symmetric and 
narrow, characteristic of an electromagnetic shower 
To reject hadromc decays with n±'s merged a n °, the 
angle between the track and the nearest BGO cluster 
as required to be less than 25 mrad and 40 mrad in the 
planes perpendicular nd parallel to the beam direc- 
tion respectively Hemispheres with hadronxc or min- 
imum lomzlng showers in the hadron calorimeter or 
tracks in the muon chambers are rejected 
To remove Z ° --* e+e - (~) events, events with two 
identified electrons are rejected, the total energy de- 
posited in the BGO calorimeter is required to be less 
than 85% of the center of mass energy and the shower 
development of the jet in the recoil hemisphere has 
to be compatible with that expected for n + or a's To 
reject misldentlfied/t's with overlapping y's and n+'s 
with completely overlapping n°'s, the energy mea- 
sured in the BGO calorimeter is combined with the 
momentum easured in the TEC by maxlmlslng the 
llkehhood for the two measurements to originate from 
a single electron The hkehhood which measures the 
compatibility of this average is required to be less 
than 8 
The selection efficiency is estimated to be 76% in 
1991 and 32% in 1990 *~3 inside the fiducial region 
*3 The selection efficiency in the electron, p± and n + chan- 
nels as lower for the 1990 data due to a lower Z-chamber 
efficiency dunng the 1990 run 
and is independent of electron energy above 8 GeV 
The backgrounds are 2 9% from other r decays, 4 1% 
from Z ° ~ e+e - (7), 0 3% from Z ° ~/1+# - (y) and 
0 3% from two photon Interactions 
33 Selectton of  z -  ~ I~-guu, 
Hemispheres with one reconstructed muon cham- 
ber track consisting of hits from at least two layers 
of muon chambers are considered for selection This 
track is required to originate from within 50 cm of 
the interaction region both transverse and perpendic- 
ular to the beam direction The shower development 
in the calorimeters i required to be consistent with 
that expected from a minimum ionizing particle with 
at most one additional electromagnetic shower 
Z ° -~ /t +/2- (y) events are removed by excluding 
events with two identified #'s as well as those in whmh 
the recoil hemisphere contains either a shower pro- 
file compatible with a minimum ionizing particle or 
a muon chamber track with momentum greater than 
20 GeV To reject n+'s, the difference in the inverse 
transverse momentum easured in the muon cham- 
bers and in the TEC is required to be within 3 5 times 
the error in this quantity 
The selection efficiency is estimated to be 72% in- 
side the fiduclal region and is independent of the 
muon momentum above 8 GeV The background con- 
tributlons are 1 4% from other z decays and 2 5o/o from 
Z ° --~/z+a - (7) and two photon reactions 
34 Selectton o f t -  ~ n - (K - )u ,  and p -u ,  
For the selection ofT-  --~ 7C- (K - )v ,  and p-v , ,  the 
preselection and ddepton rejection described above 
are imposed and hemispheres which contain identi- 
fied electrons and/~'s are rejected The data sample 
then consists mainly of z-  --~ n - (K - )v , ,  p-v ,  and 
one prong a~-v~ decays To facIhtate discrimination 
between these decays, an algorithm for finding neutral 
clusters in the BGO calorimeter is used, with the em- 
phasis on finding n ° showers overlapped with charged 
particle showers 
First the energy profile of the charged plon shower 
in the BGO calorimeter is estimated, normalizing to 
the energy deposited in the BGO crystal Impacted by 
the TEC track (central crystal) The energy profile in 
the BGO calorimeter, which is determined from the 
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test beam study, is relatively independent of the in- 
cident charged plon energy The energy determined 
from the normahzed profile is subtracted from each 
crystal in a 30 ° half angle cone surrounding the cen- 
tral crystal and a search is made for secondary clus- 
ters Clusters formed inside a cone of half angle 25 
mrad around the track are ignored The energy pro- 
files of any neutral clusters found are estimated as- 
suming they originated from ~z°'s and a better esti- 
mate of the energy deposited in the central crystal is 
obtained This procedure is iterated until all recon- 
structed particle energies are stable to 1%, typically 
after three to four iterations 
r -  ---* zt - (K- )v~ decays typically contain low en- 
ergy neutral clusters arising from fluctuations in the 
charged plon shower profile while the n°'s in r -  
p-v~ and a I ~'T decays g~ve rise to higher energy neu- 
tral clusters whose shower developments are electro- 
magnetic in shape Two neutral clusters are consid- 
ered to form a n ° candidate if their invarlant mass is 
within 35 MeV of the 7r ° mass A single neutral cluster 
forms a ~r ° candidate ff its energy exceeds 3 GeV and 
its transverse profile is consistent with being purely 
electromagnetic 
Hemispheres containing ~z ° candidates outside a 
cone of half angle 40 mrad around the track are re- 
jected in the r -  ---, n -  (K-)v~ selection To select he 
final sample of these decays, the momentum of the 
track is required to exceed 5% of the beam energy, 
due to the poor separation between electron, /~ and 
7r±'s below this energy The energies of the most en- 
ergetic and second most energetic neutral clusters are 
required to be less than 4 GeV and 1 GeV respec- 
tively To further reduce background where the ~+ 
and no are unresolved, the total BGO energy trans- 
verse to the track is required to be less than 0 4 GeV, 
taking advantage ofthe higher mvarlant mass of z-  
p-v~ decays As in the electron selection, the likeli- 
hood formed after averaging the energy measured in 
the calorimeters and the corresponding TEC momen- 
tum is required to be less than 2 5 
The selection efficiency in the fiducial volume ~s 
63o/0 for 1991 (fig 1) and 27% in 1990 The back- 
ground is 12°/0, 2 3% and 0 5% from other r decays, 
Z ° ---* p+#-  (y) and two photon events respectively 
To select he final sample of z-  ---* p -  v~ decays, ex- 
actly one 7t ° candidate is required in the hemisphere 
Hemispheres with additional neutral clusters compat- 
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Fig 1 Selection efficiency of r -  --, ~-  (K-)vT decays as a 
function ofxn = En/Ebeam for 1991 data 
lble with being electromagnetic are rejected The es- 
timated energy deposited by the 7r ° candidate is sub- 
tracted from the total calorimetric energy and the re- 
mainder IS assigned to the 7t ± The likelihood for the 
combined rt ± energy and the TEC momentum ea- 
surement of the 7t ± is required to be less than 4 
Fig 2a shows the zt±n ° invariant mass for these 
selected ecays The mass resolution varies between 
30 MeV and 120 MeV A fit to the distribution us- 
ing a phase-space-suppressed Br lt-Wlgner resonance 
formula [6] convolved with the detector esolution 
yleldsM v = 772+7(star )+20(syst )MeVandFp = 
163 + 11 (stat) + 9(syst ) MeV, consistent with the 
current world averages [ 15 ] for Mp and Fp The selec- 
tion efficiency in the fiducial volume is 64% in 1991 
and 30% in 1990 The background is 17% from other 
z decays and 1% from two photon interactions and 
other sources 
The plon energies E~:L and E~0 and momenta p~± 
and p~0 are related to the decay angles 0", the angle 
in the z rest frame between the p± and the z line of 
flight, and ~*, the angle In the pe rest frame between 
the ~r ± and p± line of fhght, by [6] 
cos 0* - 4m 2 Ero + E~:~ m~ 2 + mp 2
m~ - mE v"S mE -- m~ 
and 
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Fig 2 (a) The lnvarlant mass of the n±n ° for selected 
r -  --* p -  uT candidates compared with Monte Carlo predtc- 
tton (b) The efficiency of r -  -~ p-u~ decays as a functton 
of cos0* for 1991 data (c) The efficiency of r -  -* p -ur  
decays as a function of cos~* for 1991 data The fall-off 
near cos ~t* = 1 corresponds to the kinematic regmn where 
the n :~ cames most of the p± energy and whose shower in 
the BGO calorimeter is merged with that of the no 
cos ~t* - mp E~± - E.o 
v /m 2 - 4m 2 Lp~± + p.0[ 
Figs 2b and 2c respectively show the efficiency for 
r -  ~ p-u~ events as a function of  cos 0* and cos ~u* 
we require that the total energy deposited in the BGO 
calor imeter In the hemisphere be less than 8 GeV 
A fit is performed to combine the total calorimetric 
energy with the total momentum measured with the 
TEC to give the best est imate of  the n ± momenta  The 
n ± momenta  re then used to determine the quantmes 
cos 0, the cosine o f  angle between the momentum of  
the three n + system and the r direction of flight as 
determined in the rest frame of  the z, and cos ~,, the 
angle between the normal to the plane spanned by the 
three n :L in their rest frame and the momentum of 
the three n ± system Since the normal to the plane is 
determined only up to a sign, only the absolute value 
of  cos q / is  physically significant Estimates Co (c~,) 
of  cos 0 ([cos ~ [ ) are determined from the measured 
n±'s  momenta  using analytic approximations [ 17 ] 
4m 2 El + E2 + E3 mr 2 + m 2 
Co = m~ - m 2 ~ mZ~ - m 2 ' 
C~¢ = [8m2Lp l  * ( i f2  xp3) [ / [P l  -{" f f2 ] - f f3 [ ]  
2 2 2 x [ -2  (2 (m 2, rn~2, m~), 2 (m 2, m13 , mn), 
2 (m 2, m223, rn 2 )) ]-1/2, 
2(x ,y ,z )  = x 2 +y2 + z2_2xy_2yz_2zx ,  
where p, is the three momentum of  the tth n±, m~ t 
is the lnvarlant mass of  the tth and j th  n±'s,  and m 
3 5 Select ion o f t -  ~ a~-u~ 
T- ~ a~-u. decays are selected from the data sample 
after preselectlon by searching for the decay of  the at 
into three n+'s  Candidate vents are those containing 
three TEC tracks in one hemisphere The acoll inearity 
of  the event is required to be less than 30 ° in order 
to reject two photon events 
The decaya]-  ~ n +n n is known [15] to pro- 
ceed dominant ly  through the intermediate state p°n-  
There are two combinat ions of  the three n±'s  which 
can contribute to this process and the corresponding 
amplitudes must be added [ 16 ] We take advantage of  
this by requir ing that at least one of  the two pairs of  op- 
positely charged n±'s  form a system of Invanant  mass 
greater than 0 5 GeV The dominant  remaining back- 
ground is that f rom the process z -  ~ n -  n + n - + n n 0, 
120 
Data 
100 ~ if[- Monte Carlo 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 ~ ~ , . . . .  , . . . . .  _ , _ ,  
08  12  16  2 
M(n+n-rC) (GeV) 
F~g 3 Invartant mass distnbutton of z -  ~ n -n+n-ur  
compared with Monte Carlo 
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Table 2 
Summary of systematic errors for all channels 
PHYSICS LETTERS B 19November 1992 
Channel Selection Background Cahbratlon Radiative corrections Monte Carlo statistics 
e-Tevt 0 027 0 020 0 020 0 020 0 046 
a-Tuvr 0 020 0 020 0 020 0 010 0 046 
n - (K - )u t  0 017 0 009 0 013 0 005 0 021 
p -~ 0 013 0 005 0 020 negl 0 016 
al 0 045 0 010 0 033 negl 0 073 
is the lnvarlant mass of the three rt ± system Events 
whose measured momenta are inconsistent with al 
decay kinematics are rejected 
The observed invarlant mass distribution of the se- 
lected al candidates is shown together with the ex- 
pected distribution from Monte Carlo events [12 ] m 
fig 3 The mass determined by the fit [ 16 ] is 1 186 ± 
0 060 GeV, which is consistent with the Particle Data 
Group value [15] and also agrees with more recent 
measurements [ 18 ] 
The selection efficiency is estimated to be 37% for 
1991 in the fiduclal volume and the background is 
estimated to be I 1%, mainly from z -  ~ n -  it + re- + 
r/Tc ° 
4. Measurement of T~, 
For each z decay channel, 79, is measured by ob- 
taining the linear combination of the h = + 1 and 
h = - 1 Monte Carlo distributions which best fits the 
data For z -  ~ e-~-ev,, a-Vuv,  and ~z-(K- )v , ,  the 
energy distribution of the charged particle is used and 
the overall normalization and polarization are left as 
free parameters in a binned maximum hkehhood fit 
For z-  ~ p-vT and ai-v~ , multidimensional distri- 
butions are used as described below For each decay 
mode, the polarization of the background from other 
z decays is varied simultaneously with the polariza- 
tion for the decay mode being fit The statistical er- 
ror in each channel is verified by direct calculation 
from the functional form of the decay distributions 
after including the kinematics, efficiency corrections 
and detector esolution The statistical errors due to 
limited Monte Carlo statistics are included in the cal- 
culation of the systematic errors A breakdown of sys- 
tematic errors for each channel Is given in table 2 and 
the result for each channel is given in table 3 
Table 3 
Summary for T', and errors for all channels 
Channel 79r Statistical Systematical 
error error 
e-~eV, -0  127 0 097 0 062 
a-V~u, -0  020 0 101 0 055 
n-(K-)uT --0 148 0 046 0 033 
p-vr -0  152 0 035 0 029 
a I 0 105 0 164 0 093 
4 1 *-- -*e-~eV, 
The sum of the energies in the three most energetic 
BGO clusters in the hemisphere, assuming they orig- 
inated from electrons and y's, is used to estimate the 
energy of electron candidates 
Background for Z ° ---* e+e - (7) is determined by 
selecting dlelectron data events which pass the all 
the z-  --* e-~eUT cuts except the cuts which reject 
events with Identified electrons in each hemisphere 
and events with BGO calorimeter energy greater than 
85% of the center of mass energy A three parame- 
ter fit to the data and all backgrounds is first per- 
formed m the range 0 0 < EaGo/Ebeam < 1 1 wlth 
the normahzatlon of dlelectron background as a free 
parameter The dielectron background is then fixed 
to the fit value and a two parameter fit is performed 
in the range 0 0 < EBGo/Ebeam < 0 95 to determine 
the polarization and overall normalization The small 
background from two photon events is determined by 
Monte Carlo 
The systematic error from Z ° ~ e+e - (7) back- 
ground subtraction is estimated by varying its normal- 
lzatlon by the statistical error extracted from the three 
parameter fit The systematic errors from variations 
in the background from other z decays are small The 
accuracy of the BGO energy scale is known within 2% 
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Fig 4 The spectrum of z-  -* e-Feur decays as a functmn 
of Xe = Ee/Ebeam Also shown Is the contrlbutmn from 
each hellclty including backgrounds for that hehclty The 
hatched histogram shows the total background 
Fig 5 The spectrum of z -  ~ ,u-Fuur decays as a function 
of x u = Eu/Ebeam Also shown is the contrlbutton from 
each hehclty including backgrounds for that hehclty The 
hatched histogram shows the total background 
at 1 GeV by a study of test beam data and e+e - --+ 
e+e-e+e - events in the data and 0 3% at 45 GeV 
from Z ° --+ e+e - (~,) events m the data 
The result for z -  --+ e-FeuT is P~ = --0 127 4- 
0 0974-0 062 where the first error is statistical and the 
second ~s systematic The electron energy spectrum 
together wxth the best fit Monte Carlo spectrum are 
shown m fig 4 
42 z -  ~ lt--YuUT 
The momentum measured m the muon chambers 
~s combined with the most probable energy loss in 
the calorimeters to estimate the energy of muon can- 
dldates A three parameter fit is first performed m 
the range 0 05 < Eu/Ebeam < 1 1 with the normal- 
lzatlon of the Z ° --+ #+#-(y )  background as an ad- 
dmonal parameter The background normalization is
then fixed to the fitted value and a two parameter fit 
performed in the range 0 05 < Eu/Ebeam < 0 95 All 
other backgrounds are determined by Monte Carlo 
The systematic error from the Z ° ~ #+#-  (7) back- 
ground is estimated by varying its normahzatlon by 
the staUsUcal error extracted from the three param- 
eter fit The systematic errors from variations in the 
background from other z decays are small The ac- 
curacy of the muon momentum scale is estimated to 
be 0 2% at 45 GeV At lower momenta, the absolute 
muon momentum scale is dominated by the muon en- 
ergy loss in the calorimeters which is known to within 
100 MeV The ratio of the number o f# 's  which have 
hits m three of the muon chambers to the number 
which have hits in two chambers was checked to en- 
sure that the energy dependence of the efficiency is 
well understood and the polarization bias from this 
source is neghglble 
The result for z -  ---, It--Yuu~ is 7v~ = -0  020 + 
0 101 + 0 055 The muon momentum spectrum to- 
gether w~th the best fit Monte Carlo spectrum are 
shown in fig 5 
43 z -  ---~ zc - (K - )u~ 
The energies deposited m the calorimeters are used 
to estimate the energy of the n + using the test beam 
callbraUon This energy is combmed with the momen- 
tum in the TEC to measure the most hkely value of 
the energy assuming the presence of a single n ± 
The absolute nergy scales of the BGO and hadron 
calorimeters are known within 2% each from the com- 
parison of data and Monte Carlo energy spectra nor- 
mallzed to the TEC momentum for z -  -~ n -  (K-)u~ 
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Fig 6 The spectrum of z -  ---, n-  (K-)vT decays as a func- 
tmn ofxn = En/Ebeam Also shown is the contnbutmn from 
each behclty including backgrounds for that hellclty The 
hatched histogram shows the total background 
The p± mvanant mass from z -  ~ p-v~ also shows 
that the shaft in energy scale as less than 2% in each 
of the two calorimeters The accuracy of the momen- 
tum scale m the TEC for momenta below l0 GeV is 
determined to be 2% by a study of the invanant mass 
of Ks ~ n + rr- m Z ° ~ hadrons events and from a 
comparison of the momenta measured in the TEC and 
the muon chambers an z -  ---, lt--ffuv~ decays The sys- 
tematic error due to possible differences in the data 
and Monte Carlo 7r ± energy resolution lS estimated 
by a comparison of the resolutmn derived indepen- 
dently from test beam data and Monte Carlo samu- 
latmn From this study, the zr ± energy resolutmn is 
parametrlzed as tre/E = (55 -4- 5)%/v/-E- (GeV) + 
(8 + 1 )% and the uncertainty in the energy resolutmn 
is included m the systematic error 
The systematic uncertainty due to the background 
to z -  ~ zr- (K-)v~ as determined by varying the frac- 
tmn of z -  --* p-v~, z -  --+ K*±v~ and Z ° ~ I t+.u-(y) 
decays by 10%, 20% and 30% respectively, account- 
lng for statistical and systematac uncertainties m the 
esUmatlon of these backgrounds in the Monte Carlo 
The result for z -  ~ rr- (K-)v~ as P~ = -0  148 ± 
0 046 ± 0 033 The 7r ± energy spectrum together with 
the best fit Monte Carlo spectrum are shown an fig 6 
44 z -~p-v~ 
T'r is determined from a two dimensional fit of 
cos 0* and cos V* [6] To take advantage of the vari- 
ation of the sensmvlty of 79, as a function of the p± 
mvarlant mass, the sample is divided into nine 100 
MeV mass intervals from 0 35 GeV to 1 25 GeV and 
fit separately m each interval 
7~ is obtained by maxlmlsmg the hkehhood func- 
tion in a 20 × 20 matrix in the parameter space of 
cos 0* and cos ~'* taking into account statastlcal er- 
rors in both the data and the Monte Carlo distribu- 
tions Owing to the large number of bins, we derive 
the probabllaty for finding n data events in a bin given 
n' Monte Carlo events in the same ban for a Monte 
Carlo sample six times larger than the data sample as- 
suming both the data and Monte Carlo follow a Pols- 
son d~stnbutlon Th~s probability is then used m a 
banned llkehhood fit to determine T'~ 
Systematic errors due to the accuracy of the charged 
plon energy scale and due to background uncertalntaes 
are estamated using a procedure analogous to that used 
for the r -  ~ zr- (K-)vT channel In addition, the 
estimated accuracy of 1% m the energy scale of the 
zr ° as taken into account The systematic error from 
uncertainties in the z~ ± shower profile is estimated by 
a comparison of the opening angle between the rr ± 
and the n ° in the data and in the Monte Carlo as a 
functmn of the difference in their energies an the BGO 
calorimeter The bias of the central value of the fit due 
to hmlted Monte Carlo statlstacs i  studied by fitting 
the data and Monte Carlo dastnbutmns to analytacal 
formulae [17 ] and found to be neghglble 
The fit y~elds 79~ = -0  152 + 0 035 -4- 0 029 Dis- 
tnbutxons of cos ~'* together w~th the best fit Monte 
Carlo dastnbutmns are shown in fig 7 for four differ- 
ent ranges in cos 0* 
As a cross check, a method using a neural network 
techmque as applied to select the decays z-  ~ p-v~ 
[ 19] with an efficiency of 54% an the fiducml volume 
Since the selection as based on global energy/cluster 
distributions whxch cannot dlstlngmsh it ± and n ° in 
the BGO calorimeter, we can only measure the total 
energy of the p± (Ep) and the momentum of the zr ± 
(Pn±) The energy of the z~ ° xs then E~0 = Ep - P~± 
Using a binned maximum likelihood fit to a two da- 
mensmnal d~strlbutmn of cos 0* and cos ~'* with 20 
bins of  each variable, we obtain a polarlzatmn ofP~ = 
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Fig 7 The spectra of T- + p-vT decays as a function of 
cos IV* for four ranges of cos 8* (see text for defimtlons) 
Also shown IS the contnbutlon from each hellcity mcludmg 
backgrounds for that hehclty The hatched histogram shows 
the total background 
-0 129 f 0 050 & 0 050 which 1s consistent with the 
result above 
4.5 T-+a;u, 
The polarlzatlon m the ‘s- + a;u, channel is de- 
termmed by a two dlmenslonal fit with 20 bins m co 
and 10 bms m cw In a manner similar to that used for 
the p* channel, a fit 1s performed taking care to ac- 
count for the effects of limited Monte Carlo statistics 
m the likelihood function The fit, performed for 473 
decays with a three 7c* mvanant mass less than 1 6 
GeV, yields a result of P, = 0 105 f 0 164 If: 0 093 
5. Conclusions 
The final results for each decay channel are summa- 
rized m table 3 The weighted mean of all five decay 
modes 1s 
P, = -0 132 f 0 026(stat 1 f 0 021 (syst ) (7) 
This value has smaller errors than previously pub- 
lished measurements [20] In calculating the aver- 
age, statistical correlations m events where both heml- 
spheres are used, as well as systematic correlations m 
the energy cahbratlon of n*‘s m the X- (K-)v,, p-v, 
and a;y, channels are taken into account All other 
systematic errors are assumed to be uncorrelated and 
are added m quadrature 
Our measurement of P, implies that parity is vio- 
lated in the neutral current process Z” + r+r5- (y), 
as has been previously found m other neutral current 
processes [ 2 1 ] 
Using the above value for P, and applying a cor- 
rection of 0 002 to account for lmtlal state radiation 
and data collected off the Z” resonance, we obtain 
g; 
( > 
r = 0069+0017 (8) 
gA eff 
This can be used to extract the effective weak mixmg 
angle at the Z” resonance [22] 
sin2 8,~ = 0 2326 f 0 0043 (9) 
This is consistent with other L3 measurements of the 
weak mixing angle from the study of the Z” lmeshape 
and the forward-backward asymmetnes in the pro- 
cesses Z” + bb, Z” -+ e+e-(y), Z” + p’fi-(y) and 
z”+ 7+7-(y) [7] 
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